Abstract
Introduction
Object localization is an important task in computer vision. The major goal of object localization is to determine the exact position of an object of interest by assuming that at least one such object is present in an image. Many stateof-the-art object detection algorithms start with object localization, followed by a more complex recognizer that further verifies whether the object of interest is present at a * Corresponding author: songwang@cec.sc.edu.
localized position [23, 12, 15, 10, 26] . As in [14, 1, 27] , this paper focuses only on addressing the object localization problem.
Object localization is a very challenging problem because the object to be localized usually defines a wide class of objects with varied appearance and shape. For example, in localizing a "dog" in an image, we actually consider all kinds of dogs, with varied species, size, color, and pose, together with varied view perspectives. The background of the image may also vary from one image to another. Therefore, in object localization, a supervised training algorithm is usually required to identify common features of the object of interest that are distinct from the background features. One state-of-the-art technique for this purpose is the bag of visual words (BOW) [20] , which identifies a set of image features and then, with training, associates a score with each feature. This BOW score describes the likelihood of the feature being part of the object of interest.
Early object localization methods aimed to identify an optimal rectangular subwindow (with sides parallel to the image border) around the underlying object [14, 7, 4, 5, 9] . The most popular method may be the efficient subwindow search (ESS) algorithm [14] . By using the branch-andbound technique, ESS can quickly find the optimal rectangular subwindow in which the covered image features show a maximum total BOW score. This algorithm has been extended to search for a fixed-shape polygonal subwindow in [25] . In [27] , an edge grouping method is used for finding optimal free-shape windows that can localize the objects more tightly and accurately. In this method, a set of short edges are detected from the image and then a subset of them are identified and connected into a closed contour that encloses features with a maximum total BOW score. Edge grouping has been investigated by many researchers for other tasks in computer vision [24, 11, 13, 19, 6] . Grouping combining boundary and region information has also been studied by many researchers [22, 16] .
The above BOW features mainly reflect the object appearance, but not the object shape. It is widely known that both shape and appearance play an important role in human perception. The main goal of this paper is to develop an object localization method by combining both shape and appearance information. We achieve this goal by developing a new superedge grouping method. Differing from edge grouping, where grouping primitives are short edgels (short line segments) from edge detection and curve partitioning, we propose to use long, unsubdivided edges, which we call superedges, as grouping primitives. Clearly, such superedges bear richer shape information, with which we can more reliably measure their likelihood to be included in the desirable object boundaries. In addition, compared to edge grouping, the use of superedges substantially reduces the number of grouping primitives and this can increase the robustness against image noise and reduce the computational complexity of object localization.
We need to address a new gap-filling problem when using superedges for grouping: superedges may not be connected at their endpoints in the resulting contour and the resulting contour may include only part of a superedge. This further introduces the problem of encoding region information, such as the total BOW scores, into individual grouping primitives. In this paper, we address these problems by developing new strategies for gap filling and region information encoding. We finally introduce a few simple strategies to incorporate shape information into superedge grouping and show that they can improve the performance of object localization. We evaluate the proposed method for localization on 20 object categories from the PASCAL VOC 2007 database, with comparisons to the ESS algorithm [14] and the edge grouping method [27] .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews edge grouping using ratio contour. Section 3 introduces superedge grouping and its application to object localization. Section 4 reports the experiments on VOC 2007 database. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Edge Grouping for Object Localization
In this section, we review ratio contour, an edge grouping method that has been used for object localization [27] , with better performance than the ESS algorithm. Like other edge grouping methods, ratio contour takes three steps to find an optimal closed contour that is expected to bound the object of interest tightly. First, a set of disjoint edge segments (or edgels) are detected from the image, by edge detection and subdivision, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . Such segments are referred to as detected segments. Second, the detected segments are connected by constructing gap-filling segments between each pair of segment endpoints, as illustrated by the dashed lines in Fig. 1(c) . Third, a grouping cost function is defined for each closed contour that traverses a subset of detected and gap-filling segments alternately, and a grouping algorithm is used to find the optimal contour with the minimum grouping cost, as illustrated in Fig. 1(d) . To apply ratio contour to object localization, a 2D map of the same size as the original image is constructed to describe BOW features and scores. If a BOW feature is located at pixel ( , ), ( , ) is its BOW score: a positive score indicates that this feature is likely to be on the object of interest, while a negative score indicates that this feature is likely to be from the background. If no BOW feature is detected at a pixel ( , ), ( , ) is set to 0. The grouping cost for object localization is then defined as
where is the total length of the gap-filling segments along the contour and ( ) is the region enclosed by the contour . The optimal contour with minimum grouping cost (1) can be found using a graph algorithm in polynomial time [24] . In the denominator of the grouping cost, ∫∫
is the total of BOW scores in region ( ), and if it is positive, this region term makes the grouping favor a contour with maximum covered total BOW scores. This is exactly the goal of ESS and other window-search based object localization methods. The numerator | | is a boundary term, which causes the grouping to favor a contour better aligned with detected segments, without limiting the contour shape.
Superedge Grouping by Ratio Contour
In most edge grouping approaches, including ratio contour, the grouping primitives are usually short edge segments, which bear no useful shape information. In this section, we extend edge grouping to superedge grouping, where the grouping primitives are long, unsubdivided superedges, i.e., we use superedges as the detected segments for grouping. We construct the superedges using edge detection, followed by tracing the connected edge pixels to form edge segments that are as long as possible. At a "Y" junction, we randomly pick an untraced branch to continue the edge tracing. An example of constructing superedges from a real image is shown in Fig. 2 . This edge tracing step also produces many short edge segments, which we usually ignore in superedge construction. Note that the constructed superedges are disjoint and do not share any common edge pixels. Using superedges for grouping and object localization has two advantages. First, a long, unsubdivided superedge may bear rich shape information, which facilitates the inclusion of object shape into localization. Second, with the edge subdivision, the number of superedges is usually much smaller than the number of short edge segments used in edge grouping. The complexity of many grouping algorithms, including ratio contour, is a function of the number of grouping primitives. We will show that using superedges as grouping primitives substantially reduces computation time.
There are several new problems in using superedges for grouping. First, with superedges as the detected segments, the construction of gap-filling segments becomes nontrivial. As shown in Fig. 3 (b), we may not want a gap-filling segment to go through the endpoints of its connected superedges to obtain the desired contour. Second, the accurate encoding of the denominator of Eq. (1) into individual detected and gap-filling segments becomes a more difficult problem. Such an accurate encoding is important for finding the optimal contour. We will elaborate on this problem in Section 3.2. Third, in principle, shape information can be better included in superedge grouping, as described above. It is still a nontrivial problem to incorporate it into the grouping cost to improve object localization. In the following, we develop specific algorithms to address these three problems in the framework of ratio contour.
Gap Filling in Superedge Grouping
A superedge, without edge subdivision, may contain both desired boundary fragments of the object of interest and undesired fragments from other objects, textures, or background. The desired optimal contour may only contain part of a superedge, as shown in Fig. 3 (b) and (c). We address this problem in the step of constructing gap-filling segments. Specifically, for each gap-filling segment, we require one of its endpoints to be the endpoint of an adjacent detected segment (i.e., superedge), but allow its other endpoint to be located at any point along the other adjacent detected segment. As shown in Fig. 4 (a), we actually construct two gap-filling segments (in dashed lines) to fill the gap between endpoint of superedge 1 and endpoint of superedge 2 . The first gap-filling segment starts from and ends at a point ′ on superedge 2 where ′ is the point on 2 with the shortest distance to . Similarly, the second starts from and ends at a point ′ on superedge 1 where ′ is the point on 1 with the shortest distance to . We do not allow both endpoints of a gap-filling segment to slide freely along the adjacent superedges by minimizing the distance between them, because this will make gap filling completely uncontrollable and sensitive to noise, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . In this paper, we use the same approach to construct a gap-filling segment between the two endpoints of the same detected segment, as illustrated in Fig. 4(c) . In this paper, we simply construct gap-filling segments as straight lines, which might not be sufficient for an accurate image segmentation by localizing a contour that is fully aligned with the object boundaries. But it is usually sufficient for object localization, where we only need a certain region overlap between ( ) and the region occupied by the object. As in edge grouping, we initially do not know which pair of superedges need to be included and connected in the desired contour. We need to construct gap-filling segments between every two possible endpoints, including two endpoints of the same superedge and two endpoints from different superedges.
Encoding Region Term into Individual Segments
The key step in the ratio contour algorithm is to encode both the boundary term (numerator) and the region term (denominator) of the grouping cost (1) into the detected and gap-filling segments in the form of two weight functions 1 and 2 associated with individual segments. Particularly, the requirement for this encoding is that the simple summation of the weight 1 (or 2 ) of the segments along a contour is equal to the boundary term (or the region term) [24, 27] . In this section, we show that, by using the superedge-based gap-filling method described in Section 3.1, new problems occur in the region term encoding and we then develop new algorithms to address them. To better depict this problem, we first briefly review the boundary term and region term encoding process in edge grouping.
The boundary term encoding is straightforward. Weight 1 for each segment takes the value of the segment length if it is a gap-filling segment and zero otherwise. This way, the total weight 1 along the contour is exactly the numerator of Eq. (1).
The region term encoding process is illustrated in Fig. 5 . By assuming that each detected and gap-filling segment is a short line and that they are connected only through their endpoints, 2 for each segment with two endpoints and is defined by considering the direction and the relative position between two endpoints. For , two mirrored weights 2 ( → ) and 2 ( → ) are defined with an identical magnitude, but opposite signs. In particular,
if is located to the left of , and
, otherwise, where ( ) is the region enclosed by and its projection to the bottom side of the image, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Note that if and are on the same vertical line, the weight 2 is zero and the sign is not important. This way, as shown in Fig. 5(b) , following the clockwise direction for contour , the total weight 2 along is exactly the region term ∫∫
This completes the region term encoding. In superedge grouping, the above region information encoding technique cannot be directly applied to detected segments (i.e., superedges) because a superedge may be partially included in the final contour . In addition, different points on a superedge may be identified when it is connected to different superedges. For example, when constructing a gap-filling segment 4 between 1 and 2 in Fig. 6(a) , the fragment between and should be left out in calculating 2 ( 1 ). When constructing a gap-filling segment 5 between 1 and 3 in Fig. 6(a) , the fragment between and should be left out in calculating 2 ( 1 ). This means that we may not be able to define a unique weight 2 ( 1 ) and the region term ∫∫ ( ) ( , ) cannot be correctly encoded into individual segments. To solve this problem, we update the weight 2 to ′ 2 for gap-filling segments by negatively including the left-out fragments of its adjacent detected segments. As shown in Fig. 6(b) , we define a new weight
where 2 is of the same definition as described above. For detected segment 1 , its weight 2 is defined as in edge grouping without leaving out any fragments. This way, when adding over 1 , 2 and 4 , the contribution from the fragment between and will be canceled out as
Another issue is that a superedge is not straight and there may be horizontal turnings as shown in Fig. 6(c) , which confounds the definition of 2 . We solve this problem by finding these turnings and define its weight 2 by summing up the contributions from the fragments defined by these turning points. For example, for a superedge with endpoints 1 and 4 as shown in Fig. 6(c) , we define its weight
Considering Object Shape in Superedge Grouping
Shape plays an important role in defining an object or an object class. Unlike previous edge grouping methods used in object localization [27] which dealt with short nondistinctive edge segments, superedges enable the inclusion of object shape in grouping in a natural way. For example, given their length and complexity, we can compare each superedge, or each pair of superedges (identified by the gap-filling segment between them), to template shapes of an object of interest to define their similarity. If this similarity is high, we can intentionally weight this superedge (or superedge pair) to make it more likely to be included in the optimal contour. If this similarity is very low, we can do the opposite: weight it to make it less likely to be included in the optimal contour. Such a shape comparison can be formulated as a partial shape matching problem [21, 18, 2, 3, 8] . However, when the shape of the objects in the same category varies substantially, such as those shown in the VOC datasets, it is very difficult to construct a template shape or shape space for each object category.
The easiest way to incorporate the shape of the superedges into ratio contour is to update the weight 1 of each superedge by considering its likelihood to belong to the object category of interest. However, during the grouping process, we also want to avoid linking those superedges such that the shape of two connected superedges is unlikely to come from the object. We can address this problem by further updating the weight 1 of each gap-filling segment that defines the connection of two superedges. Specifically, we can update 1 by adding a penalty term that reflects the unlikelihood that these two connected superedges belong to the boundary of the desirable object. The proposed superedge grouping method for object localization can be summarized in Algorithm 1.
As an instantiation of this idea, we implemented two simple strategies to incorporate shape information that is suitable for localizing certain classes of objects. The basic idea is to learn from a training set whether long straightline superedges and parallel superedge pairs, which are typical shape features of the man-made objects as shown in Fig. 7 , are likely to be from the object boundary, and then use this learned knowledge to re-weight the superedges or superedge pairs accordingly to achieve better object localization. For each object category, our learning procedure consists of the following steps: 1) in the training set, count Run the ratio-contour algorithm to find the optimal contours as the localized objects.
the total number of long straight-line superedges that are from the desired object boundaries and background, respectively; 2) in the training set, count the total number of parallel superedge pairs that are from the desired object boundaries and background, respectively. For both of them, we check the percentage of the counted numbers that are from the object boundaries. If these percentages are low for an object category, we should add a penalty term to the edge weight 1 in connecting straight-line superedges or parallel superedge pairs in object localization. For each detected segment or a pair of detected segments connected by a gap-filling segment, we check its likeliness to be a long, straight line. For the latter, it actually represents a longer curve that combines the two adjacent detected segments (excluding the left-out fragment) and the gap-filling segment in between. Specifically, we use the line-fitting algorithm to identify the straight lines. If the fitting error is less than a given threshold, we consider it to be a straight line. We scale the length of this straight line and add it to the weight 1 of the involved gap-filling segment. For all our experiments, we choose the threshold of 1.5 pixels (maximum deviation from the straight line) for Table 1 . Simple statistics on the VOC2007 training set to identify the object categories for applying Strategies 1 and/or 2 for incorporating shape information.
the fitting error. Rows 1 − 3 in Table 1 show the number of the straight-line superedges that are from the desired object boundaries and the background, respectively, by processing all the images in the VOC 2007 training set. Based on the percentages of such superedges that are from the object boundaries, we re-weight edge weight 1 to penalize straight-line superedges when localizing all the categories of objects except for "Aeroplane", "Boat", "Bus', "Sofa", "Train" and "TV/monitor". In our experiments, we add a penalty of 0.7 ⋅ where is the length of a considered superedge (or superedge pairs with gap filling) to 1 of the involved gap-filling segment when the considered superedges (or superedge pairs with gap filling) are identified as long straight lines. In this penalty, the parameter 0.7 is selected to maximize the localization rate on the training and validation sets. In the following, we refer to this re-weighting procedure as Strategy 1 for incorporating shape information.
For every pair of superedges, we check their parallelism by finding their inscribed circles with centers along the medial axis, as shown in Fig. 8 . We denote the largest radius among these circles to be max and the smallest radius among these circles to be min . If max − min max < , we claim they are parallel curves. In our experiments, we always set = 0.1. Rows 4 − 6 in Table 1 show the numbers of parallel superedge pairs that are from the desired object boundaries and the background, respectively, by processing all the images in the VOC 2007 training set. Based on the percentages of such superedge pairs that are from the object boundaries, we re-weight edge weight 1 to penalize superedge pairs when localizing all the categories of objects except for "Aeroplane", "Boat", "Bottle", "Bus', "Car", "Sofa", "Train" and "TV/monitor". In our experiments, we scale the parallel-curve length and add it to weight 1 of the involved segments. In the following, we refer to this re-weighting procedure as Strategy 2 for incorporating shape information.
Experiments
In the experiments, we use the proposed method to localize the 20 categories of objects from the PASCAL VOC2007 database and compare its performance with the free-shape subwindow search method [27] and the ESS algorithm [14] . VOC 2007 contains 9, 963 images and 24, 640 object instances. Images in the database are divided into three sets for training, validation and testing and this experiment reports the localization rates on the testing set. For all these methods, we only allow the localization of one instance of each object class per image to make it a fair comparison. The localization rate for each object class is the ratio between the correctly localized instances of this object and the total instances of this object in the whole test set [14, 27] . As in [27] , we use the PASCAL intersection-overunion 0.5 criterion to decide whether an object is correctly localized and we take the tightest rectangular box over the optimal contour found by the proposed method for evaluation.
To obtain the BOW map , we extract SIFT features from the training and validation images, and randomly select 150, 000 SIFT features and quantize them into 3, 000 visual words by the -means clustering algorithm, as in [27] . We use the features located inside the groundtruth object boundaries as positive training samples and use the features in the background as the negative training samples to train the BOW score using a support vector machine (SVM). The ground-truth object boundaries are obtained by manual labeling. We apply the Berkeley edge detector [17] as used in other edge grouping methods [27] to construct the superedges, using its default settings. All the edges that are shorter than 30 pixels after the edge tracing are ignored.
We test two versions of the proposed method: "Proposed-1" which implements all the steps in Algorithm 1 and "Proposed-2" that disables the shape-incorporation step (Step 5 of Algorithm 1). Table 2 . The object localization rate of the proposed method, the free-shape subwindow search method using edge grouping [27] and the ESS algorithm [14] on VOC 2007 database. In the row of "Shape Strategies", S1 stands for Strategy 1, and S2 stands for Strategy 2 described in Section 3.3. Note that the classes with label "-" are those we apply neither shape strategies according to the results in Table 1. in Table 2 lists the shape-incorporation strategies used in "Proposed-1" for each object category, as discussed in Section 3.3. Table 2 shows the localization rate for the 20 categories of objects in VOC 2007 database. For comparison, Table 2 also includes the localization rates from two available methods: the free-shape subwindow search method using edge grouping [27] and the ESS algorithm [14] , using the same testing data, the same BOW features and scores, and the same evaluation criteria. We can see that "Proposed-1" outperforms ESS on 17 categories out of 20 categories and the edge grouping method on 19 categories out of 20 categories. Even without the shape-incorporation step, "Proposed-2" still outperforms ESS and the edge grouping method on 16 and 18 categories, respectively. According to Table 1 , for 14 object categories (bicycle, bird cat, chair, cow, diningtable, dog, horse, sheep, pottedplant, motorbike, person, car and bottle) we need to penalize either long straight lines, parallel curves or both, as described in Section 3.3. Table 2 shows that, for 13 out of these 14 categories, "Proposed-1" outperforms "Proposed-2" and this clearly shows the effectiveness of the proposed simple shape-incorporating strategies discussed in Section 3.3. Figure 9 shows the sample localization results from the proposed method, the edge grouping method and the ESS algorithm. For the proposed method and the edge grouping method, we show the detected optimal contour. But be reminded that the rectangular bounding box around these contours is used for evaluating whether the localization is correct or not, and the localization rates are reported in Table 2 .
Finally, we compare the running time of the proposed superedge grouping method and the edge grouping method [27] . Specifically, for the proposed method, we take "Proposed-1" since it is more time-consuming than "Proposed-2", by incorporating shape information. From Table 3 , we can see the proposed method is 50 times faster than the edge grouping method [27] . The major reason for this speedup is that the number of constructed superedges is much smaller than the number of constructed edges, as shown in Table 3 . The reported CPU time is obtained on a 2GHz Linux workstation with 8 GB of RAM. For both methods, the reported CPU time includes both detected/gap-filling segment construction and grouping. Note that the proposed method is primarily implemented in Matlab and the running time can be substantially reduced by using C or C++ implementations.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a new superedge grouping method for more robust object localization. Like the previous edge grouping method [27] , this new method can find a free-shape subwindow that localizes the object of interest more tightly and accurately. In particular, superedges bear much richer shape information and can facilitate the inclusion of object shape into its localization. We developed two strategies to incorporate the object shape information into the proposed superedge grouping method. In addition, this proposed method substantially reduces the number of grouping primitives when compared to the edge grouping methods. Experiments showed that the proposed method outperforms the previous edge grouping method on 19 out of 20 object categories and the ESS algorithm on 17 out of 20 object categories from the PASCAL VOC2007 dataset. Experiments also showed that the proposed method is roughly 50 times faster than the previous edge grouping method. In the future, we plan to develop more effective shape learning approaches to decide how likely a superedge (or a superedge pair) comes from the boundary of a class of objects. Table 3 . Running time and the number of grouping primitives of the proposed superedge grouping method and the free-shape subwindow search method using edge grouping [27] .
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(a) Figure 9 . Localization results on sample images using (a) the proposed superedge grouping method ("Proposed-1"), (b) the free-shape subwindow search method using edge grouping [27] , and (c) the ESS algorithm [14] .
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